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BACKGROUND
Auto insurers that want to remain relevant in the market must seek
strong risk-adjusted returns and be competitive in the marketplace.
I will share why they must also adopt a data-influenced approach
to increase the likelihood of success.
One of the most promising uses of data analytics in the auto
insurance space is telematics. Here is how it works: a device is
connected to a vehicle to collect driving data and transmits it to the
insurer. By aggregating and analyzing driving data, insurers better
understand a policyholder’s driving behavior. The data collected
allows insurers to have a better understanding of risk, which
can lead to an increase or decrease in price for the policyholder.
Adjusting price is known as ‘pay as you drive’ or ‘pay how you
drive’ plans.1
Driving data collected can include:
• Location: Insurers understand where a policyholder drives and
parks the vehicle and the types of roads most used (motorways,
city streets, etc.).
• Driving habits: Telematic devices detect severe braking, hard
acceleration, blinker use and other driving habits. This data is
helpful in assessing how policyholders drive.
• Driving duration and frequency: Insurers get a better
understanding of how a policyholder uses a vehicle, such as on
frequent short trips, daily commuting or long drives.
The first U.S. patent for auto telematics was issued in 1996 to
Progressive Insurance. The patent outlined the potential for a
“method and system of determining a cost of automobile insurance
based upon monitoring recording and communicating data
representative of operator and vehicle driving characteristics.”2 The
patent laid the foundation for variable pricing that even today is
considered forward thinking.1 Even at 23-years-old, the forwardthinking filing contains hypothetical data points that are innovative
by today’s standards, such as an ‘air content analyzer’ to passively
detect the level of alcohol consumed by a driver.2
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There are four major components of a Telematics system.1 The first three are in the vehicle:
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Location
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Vehicle Data
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Transmitter

Insurers use this data to determine where the vehicle gets driven and parked. Additionally, this data offers features for
the policyholder, such as tracking a child’s car, locating a stolen car or logging miles driven.

Many telematic devices work through a connection to the vehicle’s diagnostic port. This port feeds vehicle data, such as
speed, braking, signal use and seatbelt use to the device.

The transmitter feeds data from the device back to the insurance company. Devices often connect through a cellular
network. Increasingly devices connect to a policyholder’s smartphone via Bluetooth and use the phone’s data plan. Using
a policyholder’s data plan significantly reduces costs but is not always welcome by the policyholder.

The fourth component occurs on the insurer side:

4

Analysis
The data collected gets aggregated and analyzed, allowing insurers to gain a better understanding of their underwriting
risk, pricing and risk management.

As smartphones remain ubiquitous amongst consumers, auto insurers are using them as a telematics device. A policyholder installs
an application on his or her smartphone that functions as a GPS tracker. These data show how much the policyholder drives, how fast
they drive, when they drive, where they park their car and more. Additionally, many apps use the phone’s accelerometer to detect heavy
acceleration or breaking.3 Using a smartphone is easier for the policyholder, removing the need to install a device on their car, and
cheaper for insurers, who do not need to purchase and distribute hardware.
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USAGE-BASED INSURANCE
Usage-based Insurance (UBI) leverages driving data to offer insurers
insight into how a policyholder might drive. Some UBI products are
based on miles driven, but increasingly insurers are using a full range
of available driving data to determine risk. In the U.S., the first UBI
programs were offered by Progressive and General Motors Assurance
Company (GMAC) over a decade ago. These programs provide mileagelinked discounts that track policyholders through GPS and cellular data.
These programs incentivize usage by offering policy premium discounts
and have ancillary benefits like roadside assistance and vehicle theft
recovery.4
Just as a life insurance company might use an individual’s health status
to price a policy, UBI and telematics offer auto insurers the opportunity
to look at an individual’s driving practices to price premiums. Data
points that are considered detrimental to the health of a policyholder,
such as smoking cigarettes or having high blood pressure, can raise
life insurance premiums. Similarly, data points that actuarially increase
the risk of being involved in a car accident, such as speeding or not
wearing a seatbelt, can raise auto insurance premiums. This data is
a supplement to traditional risk metrics auto insurers use, such as
actuarial studies of aggregated historical data on driving records,
demographics (age, gender or marital status), vehicle type, parking
location and previous claims.1
UBI can fundamentally change the way a policyholder views his or her
coverage. Instead of viewing coverage premiums as a fixed cost, UBI
creates premiums that respond to policyholder behavior. By using both
actuarial studies and individual level driving behaviors, insurers can (in
real-time) accurately price premiums at an individual level. Using this
approach offers advantages to the policyholder, the insurer and the
driving public. An insurer can offer more competitive rates for low-risk
drivers while correctly pricing higher-risk drivers. There is an incentive
for policyholders to adopt safe driving practices, not only to benefit from
lower premiums but also benefiting other drivers.4
Managing a UBI program requires an insurer to invest in the technology
to capture driving data and analyze it. More real-time systems must
be in place to monitor the profitability of the policies, particularly as
lower-risk drivers look to UBI policies for even lower premiums. Finally,
it is important to recognize UBI as an emerging and evolving space;
insurers must be ready to respond to new technologies, regulations
and consumer demands.
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INVESTIGATING ACCIDENTS AND PROCESSING CLAIMS
Telematics gives insurers a real-time view of what is going on inside
a vehicle. Essential data from the minutes and seconds leading up to
and immediately after an accident is instantly accessible. When used in
conjunction with other reports, telematics data can help insurers better
understand what happened. Telematics also offers the opportunity
to detect and reduce fraudulent claims as driver’s claims are crosschecked with telematics data to verify their veracity.

As insurers continue to improve policyholder’s ability to file claims for
a mobile phone, telematics plays an important role. A policyholder
with telematics-enabled on their vehicle and the company’s mobile
application installed on their phone could get a push-notification after
an accident occurs with a prompt for how to properly file a claim. A
device connected to the car’s diagnostic port could instantly assess
damages to internal systems, reducing the time it takes to file a claim,
reducing repair shop fraud and increasing customer satisfaction
through convenience.

TELEMATICS IN THE INTERNET OF THINGS AGE
Consumers are increasingly attracted to internet-connected devices,
often referred to as the ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT). Nowhere was this
more evident than at the 2019 Consumer Electronics Show.5 This
year there was an extensive collection of IoT devices on display, with
connected refrigerators, pet bowls, sofas and more. If a jacket can track
body temperature and a coffee maker can track caffeine consumption,
why shouldn’t a car also be able to show relevant data? As consumers
become more accustom to IoT devices providing them with valuable
insight, telematic devices are a natural add on.
Since the launch of social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook,
there has been a significant expansion in the amount and type of data
consumers are willing to share about themselves with corporations.

Insurers who leverage this data stand to gain valuable information about
the driving patterns and risk levels of their policyholders. Traditionally,
privacy concerns have hindered the sale of some UBI policies, but time
and familiarity with sharing personal information is starting to alleviate
these concerns.
As insurers continue to adapt technologies that allow them to be more
competitive in the pricing market, telematics will serve as an important
component. The benefits for consumers, such as faster claim processing
and lower pricing, will continue to entice. Telematics in conjunction with
UBI policies can fundamentally change the way a policyholder views his
or her coverage: instead of premiums based, in part, on demographic
information one cannot change, the premium on a UBI can respond to
one’s driving habits. This encourages safer driving, providing a benefits
to the policy holder, the insurer and the public.
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